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Abstract—In this article, we investigate the transient behavior
of a sequence of packets/bits traversing a multi-hop wireless
network. Our work is motivated by novel applications from the
domain of process automation, Machine-Type Communication
(MTC) and cyber-physical systems, where short messages are
communicated and statistical guarantees need to be provided
on a per-message level. In order to optimize such a network,
apart from understanding the stationary system dynamics, an
understanding of the short-term dynamics (i.e., transient be-
havior) is also required. To this end, we derive novel Wireless
Transient Bounds (WTB) for end-to-end delay and backlog in
a multi-hop wireless network using stochastic network calculus
approach. WTB depends on the initial backlog at each node as
well as the instantaneous channel states. We numerically compare
WTB with State-Of-The-Art Transient bounds (SOTAT), that can
be obtained by adapting existing stationary bounds, as well as
simulation of the network. While SOTAT and stationary bounds
are not able to capture the short-term system dynamics well,
WTB provides relatively tight upper bound and has a decay rate
that closely matches the simulation. This is achieved by WTB
only with a slight increase in the computational complexity, by
a factor of O(T + N), where T is the duration of the arriving
sequence and N is the number of hops in the network. We believe
that the presented analysis and the bounds can be used as base for
future work on transient network optimization, e.g., in massive
MTC, critical MTC, edge computing and autonomous vehicle.
Index Terms—Transient analysis; machine type communica-
tion; stochastic network calculus; time-critical networks; wireless
I. INTRODUCTION
With the advent of new applications from the automation
domain, it is commonly accepted that wireless networks
are facing significant design challenges with respect to new
quality-of-service demands. In contrast to wireless networks
optimized for human-related applications (like voice or mobile
phone apps), there is a much stronger emphasis on strict
reliability guarantees with respect to rather short deadlines that
need to be fulfilled during the operation of the network. This is
in particular true for Ultra Reliable Low Latency Communica-
tion (URLLC) applications proposed for fifth generation (5G)
cellular networks. Such applications typically have reliability
requirements with respect to acceptable packet error rates in
the order of 10−9 [1], while the end-to-end delays may not
exceed a few milliseconds [2]. These requirements are in
contrast to typical latency/reliability requirements of human-
related applications; for example, voice applications require an
end-to-end delay of about one hundred milliseconds.
To fulfill such strict requirements, one fundamental chal-
lenge is the development of network models, and subsequent
network optimization algorithms and protocols, that target
end-to-end performance over very short time spans. Of par-
ticular interest is the end-to-end delay of a given sequence
of bits/packets transported over a multi-hop route as it is
closely related to the performance and/or safety of a control
application that the data belongs to. For instance, consider
an event-based closed-loop control where a packet with a
new event is instantaneously generated. It is well known that
latency in delivery of the packet caused due to underlying
communication system has a significant impact on the control
performance, i.e. the stability of the controlled plant. Like-
wise, safety-constrained control systems demand a periodic
successful transmission of so-called ‘keep alive’ packets to
validate the system conditions, otherwise they transit into fail-
safe state [3]. In both cases, the involved latency requirements
can be quite small, emphasizing the necessity for a precise
understanding of the short-term end-to-end communication
performance. In other words, the question thus arises on a per
packet/message level rather than the traditional per flow level
- with what likelihood a packet will be received (possibly in a
multi-hop setting) given a deadline by the control application?
Given a model that facilitates the analysis of the end-to-end
delay on a packet level one could potentially design algorithms
that instantaneously redistribute network resources to better
accommodate, for instance, the given safety requirements.
However, achieving this rests on understanding the short-term
stochastic fluctuations of the latency of a given route. To this
end, two aspects need to be taken into account: (i) the instan-
taneous backlog which influences the end-to-end performance
of a newly injected, time–critical packet sequence, and (ii) the
short-term variability of the upcoming wireless service that re-
sults in random service increments. In combination, these two
aspects call for approaches that can account for the queuing
as well as fading channel fluctuation effects as a starting point
for any further network optimization/management tasks. To
this end, we consider a new queueing-theoretic model where
the queues have non-zero initial backlog and random service
processes, and study its short-term behaviour.
Queuing systems operate in one of two states, transient state
or steady state. It is well known that under certain conditions
- for instance, stationarity of the arrival and service process as
well as system stability - a queuing system, starting initially in
transient state, reaches its steady state after some elapsed time.
2The steady state is characterized by stationarity of the metrics
of the system such as the virtual delay/sojourn time as well as
the queue length. In contrast, if these metrics are not stationary
(yet), i.e. the distribution of the virtual delay for instance
changes from time slot to time slot, then the system is still
operating in transient state. Keeping this in mind, our focus is
on the analysis of the short-term virtual delay of a tandem of
queueing systems given the initial backlog of the system. Due
to the dependency of the virtual delay on the initial state and
the rather short time spans that we are interested in, the virtual
delay attains a non-stationary distribution, which motivates us
to refer to our analysis in the following as transient analysis.
The literature on transient network analysis is generally
sparse compared to the queuing-theoretic literature body on
stationary/steady state metrics. This is due to the fact that
transient queuing analysis pursued so far quickly becomes
intractable. For example, while for simple M/M/1 or more gen-
eral Markovian queuing systems the steady state is governed
by the (conceptually simple) flow balance equations, in case
of transient analysis the involved differential equations lead
to intractable expressions even for M/M/1 systems [4]. Sub-
sequently, either approximations or numerical methods for the
transient analysis have been proposed [5]–[7]. Furthermore,
despite the relevance of transient analysis for communication
networks, it has received little attention when analyzing practi-
cally relevant networking effects. One exception is [8], where
the selection of the TCP congestion window is studied by
applying transient analysis for flows of short lengths. Through
a simple recursive formula for the average completion time
of the flow transmission, the authors showed a significant
impact of different window settings. Nevertheless, their model
does not account for queuing effects along the route, among
many other aspects. A second application example is the
analysis of ATM networks [9], where a transient analysis
based on an extension of Petri nets is presented. While
demonstrating a very strong aspect of transient analysis in
general - for example, the ability to characterize practically
relevant overload situations (which cannot be dealt with using
steady state analysis) - the presented approach nevertheless
rests heavily on numerical methods that limit the analytical
insight. Moreover, incorporating service elements based on the
fading distribution of wireless channel in these models pose a
significant challenge for their tractability.
Alternative approaches to stationary (wireless) network per-
formance analysis comprise effective capacity and stochastic
network calculus. Effective capacity was initially devised to
provide asymptotic delay and backlog performance, i.e., for
values of delay/backlog going to infinity, for a Rayleigh
fading channel [10]. The approach was later tailored towards
analyzing stationary performance metrics, but can only provide
asymptotic results which renders it useless for time-critical
network analysis. Stochastic network calculus [11]–[13], on
the other hand, has been employed in the literature to study the
(non-asymptotic) stationary performance of wireless networks;
see [14]–[20]. Nevertheless, deriving performance bounds for
transient behavior of wireless networks has not been attempted
before. One exception is the work by Becker and Fidler [21],
where they analyzed the effects of transient phases on delay
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Fig. 1: Example of wireless network topology.
and backlog for sleep scheduling in wireless networks by
proposing non-stationary service curves. However, they nu-
merically evaluate the probabilistic bounds for specific service
processes, and do not consider the effect of initial backlog in
the system.
In this work, we strive to establish transient network
performance analysis, in particular, for wireless networking.
To this end, we propose an analytic model based on the
stochastic network calculus framework, and study different
bounding techniques that allow an accurate characterization
of the probabilistic delay of a multi-hop wireless network
in transient settings. Note that this model must capture the
statistical behavior of the fading channel as well as the
queuing effect at every intermediate node. This distinguishes
our proposed model from most communication theoretical
models that emphasize channel characterization and ignore
queuing effects, and from traditional queuing models that
abstract the physical channel behavior, e.g., by using Markov
channel models.
The main contribution of this work lies in deriving new
performance bounds for single- and multi-hop transmission
scenarios that can be used to characterize the probabilistic end-
to-end delay of a mission-critical packet/message transmission.
The proposed bounds do not rely on any restriction on the
arrival process and is applicable to i.i.d. wireless channels with
general distribution. Also, they are shown to be significantly
tighter (numerically) compared with the available stationary
bounds in the literature. This is achieved by utilizing infor-
mation pertaining to the short-term behavior of the system
caused by abruptly arriving messages, e.g., control messages in
process automation, traversing the wireless network. Further,
we derive probabilistic bounds for the backlog in the system,
and present a method to extend the bounds for the case where
initial backlog information is delayed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we describe the network model and state basic assumptions.
In Section III, we provide some background for the problem
and the used methodology. In Section IV, we present our
main contribution, namely the derivation of novel performance
bounds for transient network operation. In Section V, we
present numerical results to evaluate the proposed bounds and
compare them to simulation results for multi-hop wireless
networks. We conclude in Section VI.
II. NETWORK MODEL
We investigate a wireless network composed of a source, a
destination and multiple relay nodes in a mesh topology; see
for example Figure 1. Delay-critical packets (generated by a
3control application) are exchanged between the source and the
destination and are constrained by a hard end-to-end deadline
w. Each pair of nodes are connected via point-to-point fading
channel with link data rate equivalent to the channel capacity.
We assume a static routing that pre-assigns a route for the flow
of interest between the source and destination. The network
topology then is modeled as an undirected graph, where the
set of vertices represent the nodes in the network and the set
of edges represent the physical links between the nodes. A
route is an ordered set of links connecting the source and the
destination as shown by the red line in Figure 1. Our goal is
to develop a model that facilitates end-to-end delay analysis
on a per-message basis for the time-critical data over a given
route through the graph. Towards that end, we next introduce
a more formal model for the multi-hop route considering in
particular the tandem of queuing systems. Afterwards, we give
a precise problem statement.
A. Queuing Model
We consider a fluid-flow, discrete-time queuing model for
a multi-hop wireless network shown in Figure 2. A data
flow traverses the N -hop wireless links. We are interested in
studying the performance of message abruptly arriving to this
network at time t0 and lasting for T time slots, where t0 ≥ 0
is any arbitrary time. This message may represent a sequence
of time-critical data bits (or packets) arriving at time t0 and
lasting for T time slots. At time t, we denote the buffer state
of the network by x(t) ∈ ZN+ , where xn(t) is the backlog of
wireless link n at time t, n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} and Z+ is the
set of positive integers. To simplify notation, we designate the
initial backlog at time t0 as x(t0) ≡ x. Given x, we ignore
the arrivals before time t0 and simply consider that the system
started at time t0 with initial backlog x. Later, in Section IV-C
we also consider the case where x is not given, but delayed
backlog information is available, e.g., through measurements
at time t0 − d for 0 ≤ d ≤ t0.
The arrivals of our interest is described by the cumulative
arrival process A(t0, t), 0 ≤ t0 ≤ t where A(u, t) =
∑t−1
i=u ai,
for all t0 ≤ u ≤ t, ai is the arrival increment during time slot
i and ai = 0, for all i /∈ [t0, t0 + T ). After being served by
the system, the arrivals result in a departure process D(t0, t).
Given t0, we define A(t) = A(t0, t) and D(t) = D(t0, t).
In this work, we do not impose any restriction on A(t) -
arrival increments can take independent and arbitrary values
- in deriving the bounds. We also present expressions for
the case where A(t) obeys the (σ, ρ)-bounded traffic char-
acterization introduced by Cruz [22] – a typical assumption
for deriving bounds in the network calculus literature. Under
(σ, ρ)-bounded traffic characterization,
A(t) −A(u) ≤ ρ(t− u) + σ, ∀ t0 ≤ u ≤ t, (1)
for some σ ≥ 0 and ρ ≥ 0.
The cumulative service provided by the nth wireless link is
given by
Sn(u, t) =
t−1∑
i=u
sn,i, (2)
A(t)
S1 S2 SN
D(t)
x1 x2 xN
Fig. 2: Multi-hop wireless network queuing model.
where sn,i is the capacity of the n
th wireless link during time
slot i. We assume that the service processes are i.i.d. both
across links and time slots. We consider general distribution
for the service processes and derive the results, but for
the purposes of numerical evaluation and simulation we use
Rayliegh-block fading channel model. We assume first-come
first-serve discipline for the designated arrival sequence at each
store-and-forward node along the path.
The total backlog B(t) and the end-to-end virtual delay
W (t) of the queuing network described above is then given
by
B(t) = A(t) +
N∑
n=1
xn −D(t), (3)
and
W (t) = inf
{
w ≥ 0 : A(t) +
N∑
n=1
xn ≤ D(t+ w)
}
. (4)
B. Problem Statement
As mentioned earlier, the arriving traffic of interest A(t)
is constrained by the hard deadline w, i.e. data transmitted
at time slot t must be received before t + w + 1. In order
to efficiently support such constrained traffic A(t), we strive
for an analysis of the deadline violation probability of the
virtual delay W (t) for t ∈ [t0, t0 + T ], i.e. an analysis of
P(W (t) > w) for the time-critical data as it traverses the
multi-hop wireless network described above under the crucial
assumption of the initial backlog x along the route.
It is well known to the queueing-theoretic community that
under certain conditions (typically referred to as stability
criteria) the stochastic properties of the metrics such as virtual
delay/sojourn time settle, turning it into a stationary random
process [23]. This state of the queueing system is also referred
to as steady state. In contrast, the case where the stochastic
properties have not settled yet is commonly referred to as
transient state. In this spirit, we refer to the analysis goal dis-
cussed above as transient analysis, as the stochastic properties
of the virtual delay of interest have not settled yet. As we
will see, our main contributions lie in the derivation of new
bounds for various cases, and consequently we will refer to
them also as transient bounds. Alternatively, one might also
consider the corresponding stationary case, for which state of
the art readily provides so called stationary bounds. However,
these stationary bounds provide ample room for improvement,
resulting from the short-term aspect of the virtual delay of
interest as well as the fact that the initial backlog is known.
Finally, for convenience of exposition we define τ = t + w
and xmax = max
n∈{1,...,N}
xn.
4III. METODOLOGY AND EXISTING RESULTS
The transient analysis of network performance provides a
better understanding of the quality of service requirements
(and hence, an efficient delivery) of spontaneous traffic travers-
ing multi-hop data network. This analysis is particularly
important for mission-critical communications over wireless
networks, arising from scenarios such as industrial IoT, cyber-
physical systems or vehicular applications, which all require
the timely delivery of information with high reliability. Hence,
the problem at hand is to evaluate the transient performance
(in terms of end-to-end delay and reliability) of mission-
critical traffic traversing a multi-hop wireless network. One
possible approach for the performance analysis of such net-
works is based on stochastic network calculus theory [11],
[12] and its recently reported application to wireless net-
works analysis [13]. The key benefit from using stochastic
network calculus is the ability to extend single hop results
to multi-hop settings with reasonable efforts. Furthermore,
the described approach provides closed-form expressions in
terms of the physical attributes of the wireless fading channel.
Nevertheless, network calculus in general provides bounds
rather than exact results, which is a necessary compromise to
achieve tractability. Note that in the context of mission-critical
transmissions upper bounds on the transmission reliability with
respect to a given latency target are generally acceptable for
network design and management purposes.
In the literature, there are several approaches, based on
stochastic network calculus, that can handle the performance
analysis of wireless networks. These approaches range from
computing the effective capacity of such channels [10] to com-
puting the MGF of a Markov process abstraction of the wire-
less fading channel [20] and ON-OFF service characterization
of slotted Aloha access over shared wireless channel [19]. A
more recent approach, namely (min,×) network calculus, that
provides end-to-end performance characterization of wireless
networks in terms of the fading channel physical parameters,
i.e., fading distribution and average SNR, is developed in [13]
and is based on (min,×) dioid algebra. In this paper, we
pursue the transient analysis of wireless systems by utilizing
the (min,×) network calculus, while we note that in principle
this could also be pursued for example by MGF-based network
calculus.
A. Equivalent Model
In order to analyze the network in Figure 2 using stochas-
tic network calculus approach, we must first overcome the
following incompatibility: In the network calculus framework
it is assumed that initially all buffers are empty and no
arrivals (from the considered traffic stream) has happened
before the start time t0, i.e.,
∑N
n=1 xn = 0 and A(0, t0) = 0.
Furthermore, it is assumed that no service is rendered by time
t0, i.e., S(0, t0) = 0. To this end, we define an alternative, yet
equivalent, queuing model for our system shown in Figure 3.
We treat the initial backlog xn at link n as cross-traffic, A
c
n(t),
given by
Acn(t) = min(κ(t− t0), xn), (5)
A(t) S1 D(t)S2 SN
Ac2(t) A
c
N(t)A
c
1(t)
Fig. 3: Equivalent model.
where κ(t) is a burst function with κ(t) = 0, for t = 0,
and κ(t) = ∞, otherwise. The devised model satisfies the
requirements for a network-calculus-based analysis.
For the ease of exposition we use An(t) andDn(t) to denote
the cumulative arrivals and cumulative departures, respectively,
at link n. Note that A1(t) = A(t) +A
c
1(t),
An(t) = Dn−1(t) +A
c
n(t), ∀n ∈ {2, . . . , N} (6)
and D(t) = DN (t).
Given the equivalent model, without loss of generality, we
let t0 = 0 in the rest of the paper. In this case, we are interested
in the network performance during the period 0 ≤ t ≤ T .
B. (min,×) Network Calculus for Wireless Network Analysis
The main objective of (min,×) network calculus is to
obtain probabilistic performance bounds for multi-hop wire-
less networks in terms of the underlying fading channel
parameters. A key concept of the (min,×) network calculus
is the transformation of the system model into an alternative
analysis domain, known as SNR domain, using the exponential
function. In this domain, the random service rendered by
a wireless fading channel is characterized in terms of the
variability of the instantaneous SNR, that is the SNR service
process at wireless link n is given by
Sn(u, t) = e
Sn(u,t) =
t−1∏
i=u
esn,i , (7)
where we use the calligraphic font to represent correspond-
ing processes in the SNR domain. Similarly, the cumulative
arrivals and departures in the SNR domain are given by
An(u, t) = e
An(u,t) = Dn−1(u, t) · A
c
n(u, t),
where
Acn(u, t) = min(e
κ(t−u), exn), and Dn(u, t) = e
Dn(u,t) .
Then using (3), the SNR backlog process is described by
B(t) = eB(t) =
A(t)
D(t)
·
N∏
n=1
exn .
However, the transformation does not affect time. Therefore
the delay in the SNR domain is given by
W(t) =W (t) = inf
{
w ≥ 0 : A(t) ·
N∏
n=1
exn ≤ D(t+ w)
}
.
The equivalent input/output relationship in (min,×)-algebra
is given by D(0, t) ≥ A⊗ S (0, t), where ⊗ is the (min,×)-
convolution operator defined as
X ⊗ Y (u, t) = inf
u≤v≤t
{X (u, v) · Y(v, t)} .
5Performance analysis of communication networks often
focuses on a stochastic characterization of virtual delay. As
shown in [13] an upper bound for the delay violation proba-
bility can be derived in terms of an integral transform, namely,
the Mellin transform of the cumulative arrival and service
processes in the SNR domain and by using the moment bound.
The Mellin transform of a non-negative random process X is
defined as
MX (s, u, t) =MX (u,t) (s) = E
[
X s−1 (u, t)
]
, (8)
for any s ∈ R, whenever the expectation E[·] exists. We restate
some relevant results from [13] in the following theorem.
Theorem 1. A probabilistic bound for the virtual delay at time
t is given by P(W(t) > wε) ≤ ε, where wε is the smallest
w ≥ 0 that satisfies
inf
s>0
{K(s, τ, t)} ≤ ε , (9)
where τ = t+ w and
K(s, τ, t) =
t∑
u=0
MA(1 + s, u, t) ·MS(1− s, u, τ) . (10)
Furthermore, a probabilistic bound for the stationary virtual
delay P(W > wε) ≤ ε of the system is obtained likewise by
considering the limit of the function K as t→∞.
In what follows, we refer to the functionK(s, τ, t) above as the
kernel. The bound given by Theorem 1 is applicable to any
type of network as long as the Mellin transforms exist and
are obtainable. Its usefulness is surmount when applied to the
analysis of wireless fading channels as the Mellin transform
MS(1 − s, u, τ) is already derived for many fading channel
models in the literature, e.g., [24]–[27], which makes this
approach an attractive one for wireless networks analysis.
For the convenience of exposition of the results in this paper
we define the function V (s) as follows:
V (s) , [MS(1− s, u, τ)]
1
τ−u (11)
Rayleigh block-fading channel – For Rayleigh block
fading wireless channel that provides a service process with
achievable Shannon capacity per slot, we have for channel n
Sn(u, t) = W
t−1∑
i=u
log2(1 + γn(i)), (12)
where W is the bandwidth and γn(i) is the instantaneous
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for channel n during time slot i.
Since the channels are i.i.d. both across links and time slots,
we write γn(i) = γ¯Y , where γ¯ is the average SNR and the
channel gain Y is an exponentially distributed random variable
with unit mean. In this case, the Mellin transform of the service
increment is given by:
MS(1− s, u, τ) = E[S
−s(u, τ)] = E
[
τ−1∏
i=u
(1 + γn(i))
−sW
log 2
]
=
τ−1∏
i=u
E
[
(1 + γn(i))
−sW
log 2
]
=
τ−1∏
i=u
∫ ∞
0
(1 + γ¯yi)
−sW
log 2 e−yidyi
=
[
e
1
γ¯ γ¯
−sW
log 2 Γ
(
1−
sW
log 2
, γ¯−1
)]τ−u
.
From (11), we have
V (s) = e
1
γ¯ γ¯
−sW
log 2 Γ
(
1−
sW
log 2
, γ¯−1
)
, (13)
where, Γ(x, a) is the lower incomplete Gamma function.
C. Stationary Bound for Transient Analysis
For transient analysis, one may consider the existing sta-
tionary bound of Theorem 1 and apply it to the equivalent
model in Figure 3. However, this approach is limited as we
assumed the arrival increments {ai} to be zero for i > T . In
other words, the arrival process we consider is non-zero over a
finite time horizon, while a (meaningfull) stationary bound can
only be derived for an arrival process that has non-zero arrivals
over infinite time horizon. Nevertheless, it is worthwhile to
establish some form of stationary bound as a reference for the
more fine-grained transient analysis presented further below.
One straightforward way to establish such a reference is by
assuming the deterministic instantaneous arrivals {ai} to occur
over the infinite time horizon and invoke Theorem 1. In this
subsection, we follow this approach and also discuss a first
numerical evaluation.
In order to obtain a bound for the stationary virtual delay,
one essentially has to determine the limit of the kernel, given
in (10), as t goes to infinity.
Theorem 2 (Section V-C, [13]). A probabilistic stationary
end-to-end delay bound for a cascade of N i.i.d. wireless
channels with homogeneous average SNRs, (σ, ρ)-bounded
arrival traffic, and (σc, ρc)-bounded cross-traffic is given by
P(W > w) ≤ inf
s>0
{es(−ρw+σ+Nσc)
(1− V0(s))N
.
min{1, (V0(s))
w(w + 1)N−1}
}
,
where
V0(s) = e
s(ρ+ρc)V (s) .
In order to apply this result to the model described above,
we dimension the cross-traffic at each link using Eq. (5) by
setting σc = xmax and ρc = 0. In the rest of the paper, we
refer to this reference bound given in Theorem 2 as stationary
bound.
To evaluate the viability of this approach, we compare in
Figure 4 the transient violation probability obtained using
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Fig. 4: Delay violation probability vs. end-to-end delay for a
single link with SNR = 5 dB, x1 = 0, ρ = 20, σ = 0.
simulations with the stationary bound for a single link wireless
transmission. The considered scenario is parameterized by
1 ms slot duration, a burst arrival of size 20 bits and no
initial backlog, i.e., x = 0. Accordingly, for determining the
stationary bound we set the instantaneous arrival to a constant
arrival process with rate 20 bits per time slot. In Figure 4,
we plot the resulting CCDF of the end-to-end delay from
simulation and compare it to the stationary bound obtained
using Theorem 2 for two arrival processes with T = 1
and T = 5. The plot reveals the challenge with respect to
transient analysis. We observe considerable gap between the
simulations and the stationary bound. For smaller T , the gap
becomes arbitrarily large, and in particular the decay rate of
the bound does not match the decay rate of the simulations.
This slackness is a direct result of the method used to obtain
the stationary bound, since it is obtained by letting t→∞ in
(10) which results in P(W(t) > w)→ P(W > w) in Theorem
2. This results in adding more terms to the summation which
in turn increases the slackness in the bound. Although this
delay bound proved to be useful for long-term stationary
flows, Figure 4 shows that it is too loose for per-packet delay
analysis. This motivates us to investigate a better bound for
transient network performance, which we address in the next
section.
IV. TRANSIENT ANALYSIS
In this section, we present our main contribution, namely,
new transient upper bounds for the delay violation probability
for the N -hop wireless network described in Sections II and
III. To this end, we present two different approaches and later
(in Section V) compare the probabilistic delay bounds result-
ing from both approaches. A first, straightforward approach
is to start from the definition of the kernel as presented in
Section III-B and derive a transient bound. We refer to this as
State-Of-The-Art-Transient (SOTAT) bound, as it is essentially
an application of known results. However, as we will show
later, this bound - while improving over the stationary bound
- is still loose. This motivates us to present a new analysis for
the transient behaviour of the system which results in a new
Wireless Transient Bound (WTB). Furthermore, we analyse
the computational complexity of WTB and show how it can
be used when the initial backlog information is delayed.
A. State Of The Art Transient (SOTAT) Bound
In this subsection, we derive a transient upper bound for the
violation probability using the results from [13]. We first note
that the bound on the violation probability of the virtual delay
at time t in Theorem 1 corresponds to the transient analysis
problem at hand. We hence focus on the components of the
kernel. Since the sequence of arrivals is deterministic, we have
MA(s+ 1, u, t) = E[(A(u, t))
s] = [A(t)/A(u)]s. (14)
Let S0 denote the dynamic SNR server [23] that describes
the network service offered by the multi-hop route to the
through traffic. The following lemma evaluates the Mellin
transform of S0.
Lemma 1 (Lemma 6, [13]). Given σc = xmax and ρc = 0,
the Mellin transform of S0(u, τ) satisfies for s < 1 that
MS0(1−s, u, τ)≤e
sNxmax
(
N − 1 + τ − u
τ − u
)
V (s)τ−u. (15)
Substituting (14) and (15) into the definition of the kernel
(10), we obtain:
K(s, τ, t) ≤esNxmax
[
t∑
u=0
(
A(t)
A(u)
)s(
N−1+τ−u
τ − u
)
V τ−u(s)
]
.
(16)
The SOTAT bound is then computed by minimizing the RHS
of (16) over s. For the case of a single link, a closed form
expression can be obtained for the SOTAT bound under (σ, ρ)-
bounded arrivals which is given by the following corollary.
Corollary 1. AssumingA(t) follows the (σ, ρ)-bounded traffic
characterization, defined in (1), and for a single wireless link,
an upper bound for P(W(t) > w) is given by
min
s>0
{
es(x1−ρw)(V0(s))
w
[
esσ ·
V0(s)− (V0(s))
t+1
1− V0(s)
+ 1
]}
.
Proof. Using (1), we obtain
[A(t)/A(u)]s ≤ es(σ+ρ(t−u)). (17)
Now, using Theorem 1 with N = 1 and substituting (17)
in (16), we obtain
P(W(t) > w)
≤ min
s>0
{
esxmax
[ t−1∑
u=0
es(σ+ρ(t−u))V τ−u(s) + (V (s))τ−t
]}
= min
s>0
{
es(xmax−ρw)
[ t−1∑
u=0
esσV τ−u0 (s) + (V0(s))
w
]}
= min
s>0
{
es(x1−ρw)
[
esσV τ0 (s)
(V0(s))
−t − 1
(V0(s))−1 − 1
+ (V0(s))
w
]}
= min
s>0
{
es(x1−ρw)(V0(s))
w
[
esσ
V0(s)− (V0(s))
t+1
1− V0(s)
+ 1
]}
.
7Later, in Section V, we will show that for multi-hop
scenarios the SOTAT bound can become very loose in par-
ticular in cases with non-zero initial backlog. Nevertheless,
it still captures the exponential decay rate of the delay tail
distribution. The SOTAT bound slackness is mainly due to the
fact that it is based on results that are initially derived for
stationary settings. Although we believe that asymptotically
we may not be able to improve on this bound, there is plenty
of room for improvement for short sequences (i.e., small T )
and short delay target – which is the case for most modern
(and rapidly growing) MTC and CPS applications. To this end,
we next derive the proposed WTB.
B. Wireless Transient Bound (WTB)
Our derivation of WTB is inspired by the bounding tech-
niques used in [13]. However, we conduct independent analy-
sis starting with the basic principles of network calculus and
tailor the result, from the beginning, to our system with initial
backlog. We note that our analysis is more involved due to the
presence of the initial backlog x.
We start by presenting our analysis for a single-hop sce-
nario, i.e., for N = 1. Then we generalize the obtained results
for the multi-hop, N > 1, case. In the following theorem, we
state the proposed upper bound for the single hop case.
Theorem 3. Given an SNR arrival sequence A traversing a
wireless channel and given an initial backlog x1, an upper
bound for the delay violation probability, P{W(t) > w}, is
given by
min
s>0
[
As(t)esx1V τ (s) +
t−1∑
u=1
[A(t)/A(u)]sV τ−u(s)
]
,
where τ = t+ w.
Proof. Let S(t) be the SNR service process for wireless
channel given by (7). From the definition of dynamic server
[13], we have for all τ ≥ 0
D(τ) ≥ min
0≤u≤τ
{S(τ − u) · A(u) · Ac1(u)}.
Recall that Ac1(0) = 1 and A
c
1(u) = e
x1 for all u > 0.
Now, the event {W(t) > w} is equivalent to the event
that the cumulative departures at time τ is strictly less than
the cumulative arrivals at time t plus the initial backlog x1.
Therefore,
P{W(t) > w} = P{D(τ) < A(t)ex1}
= P
{
min
0≤u≤τ
[S(τ − u) · A(u) · Ac1(u)] < A(t)e
x1
}
= P
{
{S(τ)<A(t)ex1}∪
(
τ⋃
u=1
{S(τ − u) · A(u)<A(t)}
)}
= P
{
{S(τ)<A(t)ex1}∪
(
t−1⋃
u=1
{S(τ − u) · A(u)<A(t)}
)}
≤ P{S(τ)<A(t)ex1}+
t−1∑
u=1
P{S(τ − u) · A(u)<A(t)}
≤ min
s>0
[
[A(t)]sesx1E[S−s(τ)]+
t−1∑
u=1
[
A(t)
A(u)
]s
E[S−s(τ − u)]
]
= min
s>0
[
[A(t)]sesx1V τ (s) +
t−1∑
u=1
[
A(t)
A(u)
]s
V τ−u(s)
]
. (18)
In the third step above we have used the fact that P{S(τ −
u) · A(u) < A(t)} = 0 for u ≥ t. The fourth step utilizes
the union bound and the fifth step follows from the moment
bound.
Next, we extend the bound in Theorem 3 to the homoge-
neous N -hop case. Even though the analysis for the N -hop
case is more involved, it essentially uses the same bounding
techniques from the proof of Theorem 3.
Theorem 4. When the sequence A traverses the N-hop wire-
less network in Figure 3 and given the initial backlog vector
x, we compute P{W(t) > w} ≤ mins>0 Φ(s), where Φ(s)
is given by (19).
Proof. A key aspect we use in deriving the bound is to unfold
the (min,×)-convolution starting with the arrival and service
processes of link N and then iteratively bound the departure
processes {Dn} in the decreasing order of n. This allowed us
to systematically account for the initial backlog at each node.
Full proof is given in Appendix A.
Observe that the expression in (19) is valid for any sequence
of arrivals in the interval [0, T ]. One may further simplify this
expression by assuming that the cumulative arrival process
obeys (σ, ρ)-bounded traffic characterization. This results in a
simpler upper bound which is given by the following corollary.
Corollary 2. Assuming A(t) obeys (σ, ρ)-bounded traffic
characterization, defined in (1), the proposed transient bound
in Theorem 4 is reduced to the following:
P{W(t) > w} ≤min
s>0
V τ (s)
[N−1∑
i=0
(
i+ τ − 1
τ − 1
)
es
∑N−i
n=1 xn
+
(
N + τ − 2
τ − 1
)
· es(σ+ρt) ·
1− V −t0 (s)
V0(s)− 1
]
,
where V0(s) = e
sρV (s).
Proof. Using (17) in the summation part of the first term of
Φ(s), given in (19), we obtain
t−1∑
u=1
[A(t)/A(u)]sV −u(s) ≤
t−1∑
u=1
es(σ+ρ(t−u))V (s)−u
= es(σ+ρt) ·
t−1∑
u=1
[esρV (s)]−u
= es(σ+ρt) ·
1− V −t0 (s)
V0(s)− 1
.
The corollary follows by substituting the above inequality
in (19).
For the case of a single link and for (σ, ρ)-bounded arrivals,
we present different bounds in Tabel I.
8TABLE I: Comparison of the different delay bounds for single wireless links with (σ, ρ)-bounded arrivals
Stationary infs>0
{
es(x1+σ−ρw) ·
V w0 (s)
(1−V0(s))
·max{V −w0 (s), 1}
}
SOTAT mins>0
{
es(x1+σ−ρw) ·
V w0 (s)
(1−V0(s))
·
[
V0(s)− V
t+1
0 (s) +
1−V0(s)
e−sσ
]}
Proposed WTB mins>0
{
es(x1+σ−ρw) ·
V w0 (s)
(1−V0(s))
·
[
V t0 (s) · (1− V0(s)) +
V0(s)
esx1
· (1 − V t−10 (s))
]}
Φ(s) = V τ (s)
[(
N + τ − 2
τ − 1
)
·
t−1∑
u=1
[A(t)/A(u)]sV −u(s) +
N−1∑
i=0
(
i+ τ − 1
τ − 1
)
[A(t)]ses
∑N−i
n=1 xn
]
. (19)
Next, we derive a probabilistic transient bound for the total
backlog in the system.
Transient Backlog Bound – Given the initial backlog
vector x and using Theorem 4, we derive an upper bound
for the total backlog B(t) in the system at time t which we
state in the following corollary.
Corollary 3. Given the initial backlog vector x, an upper
bound for the violation probability for the total backlog in the
system at time t is given by
P{B(t) > x} ≤ min
s>0
e−xsΦ(s).
Proof. The proof is given in Appendix B.
C. Complexity Analysis
From (19), we infer that the computational complexity for
computing Φ(s) is O(t + N) for 0 ≤ t ≤ T . Further, to
obtain the WTB we need to solve the optimization problem
of minimizing Φ(s) over s > 0. Thankfully, this is a convex
optimization problem as Φ(s) is convex which we show next
in the following lemma.
Lemma 2. Assuming V (s) is differentiable, for s > 0, the
function Φ(s) is convex.
Proof. The proof is given in the Appendix C.
We note that stationary bound givem in Theorem 2 is known
to be a convex optimization problem, [28] and the objective
function is in closed form. Therefore, WTB has a factor of
O(T+N) higher computational complexity compared with the
stationary bound. This increase in computational complexity
can be attributed to the fact that WTB does not restrict the
sequence of arrivals and it carefully incorporates the initial
backlog of each node. Finally, a similar analysis shows that
the SOTAT bound has a factor of O(T ) higher computational
complexity compared with the stationary bound.
D. Delayed Backlog Information
To compute WTB, node 1 requires to know the backlogs of
all nodes at time t0. However, in practical systems, the current
backlog information at node n > 1 may not be known to node
1 instantaneously, instead it may be received with some delay
due to the time it takes to rely this information back to node
1. For example, if a node relays its current backlog and the
backlogs of the successor nodes to its predecessor node with a
delay of one time slot, then the backlog at node n > 1 at time
t0 will be received by node 1 at time t0 +n− 1. In this case,
at time t0 node 1 will have the backlog information of all the
N nodes at time t0 − d, where d = N − 1. To incorporate
this delayed backlog information in our transient analysis, we
extend the delay bound for the case where at time t0 node 1 is
only aware of the initial backlog vector at time t0 − d, which
we refer to by x(t0 − d), for some d > 0.
To find the delay bound, we reuse the model in Figure 2
and consequently apply Theorem 4. Recall that in the interval
[t0 − d, t0 − 1] the arrivals are due to the stationary arrival
process which we refer to as the overhead traffic Ao(t0−d, t),
for t ∈ [t0−d, t0−1], in the following. We define a cumulative
arrival process A′(t) as follows.
A′(t) =
{
Ao(t0 − d, t) t0 − d ≤ t ≤ t0,
Ao(t0 − d, t0) · A(t0,min(t, t0 + T + 1)) t > t0.
Note that A′(t) only accounts for arrivals until time t0 + T ,
the time at which the time-critical sequence ends. Now, given
x(t0−d) the arrivals that occurred before t0−d can be ignored
and we may consider that the system started at time t0−d with
initial backlog x(t0 − d). This is equivalent to the model in
Figure 2, except that the starting time is t0− d and the arrival
sequence of our interest starts at t0 instead of t0−d. Note that
our analysis that lead to the derivation of WTB is independent
of the starting time, but depends on the cumulative arrival
process since the starting time and the initial backlogs at the
nodes. Thus, for the system that starts at time t0−d, it is easy
to see that Theorem 4 can be applied using the cumulative
arrival process A′(t) and x(t0−d). This result is stated in the
following theorem without proof.
Theorem 5. When the sequence A traverses the N-hop wire-
less network in Figure 3 and given the delayed initial backlog
vector x(t0−d), we compute P{W(t) > w} ≤ mins>0 Φd(s),
where Φd(s) is given by (20).
Note that the delay bound in Theorem 5 is loose compared
to the delay bound where the initial backlogs at time t0
are known, i.e., x(t0) is known to node 1. The difference
between these bounds depends on the information delay d
of the backlog measurements and on the overhead traffic Ao
intensity.
9Φd(s) = V
τ (s)
[(
N + τ − 2
τ − 1
)
·
t−1∑
u=1
[A′(t)/A′(u)]sV −u(s) +
N−1∑
i=0
(
i+ τ − 1
τ − 1
)
[A′(t)]ses
∑N−i
n=1 xn(t0−d)
]
. (20)
V. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
In this section, we present a numerical evaluation of the
proposed bounds and compare them to existing bounds and
simulation results. More specifically, we first present a com-
parison of the proposed WTB bound with the stationary
bound and the SOTAT bound. We then evaluate the tight-
ness of WTB in comparison with the violation probability
obtained using simulation. Throughout the section, we assume
Rayleigh bolck-fading channel model for the links and use
the corresponding service process given in (12). We also use
a base set of parameters as follows: slot duration of 1 ms,
ρ = 25, σ = 25, bandwidth W = 20 kHz, average SNR
= 5 dB, and initial backlog of 100 bits, which is equally
distributed along a multi-hop route (whenever a multi-hop
route is considered). Note that with an average SNR of 5 dB,
the average service rate (assuming Shannon capacity and a
bandwidth of 20 kHz) amounts to about 34 bits per time slot.
Thus, by setting ρ = 25, the system basically operates in a
transient regime where asymptotically it becomes stable. We
consider two types of arrival processes: (1) a burst arrival with
T = 1, σ = 25, ρ = 0, modelling a single control packet, with
25 bits, passed to the network at t0; (2) an arrival process
over multiple time slots with T = 5, σ = 0, ρ = 25, i.e.
a train of packets that may represent a sequence of sensor
data triggered through an event-based system. The numerical
bounds are computed using MATLAB and the Discrete Event
Simulation is done using C.
A. Comparison of Upper Bounds
Recall that the stationary bound cannot be directly applied
to the problem at hand. We use it as a reference by assuming
the arrival process occurs over infinite time horizon and
accordingly set the corresponding parameters in the bound.
We start our numerical investigation by considering the burst
arrival (T = 1) model and a single wireless link with and
without initial backlog. The corresponding bounds and the
simulation are presented in Figure 5 where we plot the delay
violation probability versus an increasing delay target w. We
observe that both WTB and SOTAT are significantly lower
than the stationary bound. Note that the proposed WTB is
not significantly lower than the SOTAT bound for such simple
case of burst arrival. We also note that both WTB and SOTAT
capture the tail decay rate of the delay distribution while the
stationary bound is drastically off. In Figure 6, we consider
the packet train arrival model with T = 5 for the same single
link system with an initial backlog of 100, considering again
the violation probability over an increasing delay target. The
figure reveals that in this case WTB outperforms the SOTAT
bound over the entire range of delay target values by about one
order of magnitude. In comparison to the simulated system
performance, the proposed WTB is still about one order of
magnitude higher, with a larger gap for longer delay targets.
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Fig. 5: Delay violation probability versus end-to-end delay for
a single link with burst arrival (T = 1), SNR = 5 dB, ρ = 0,
and σ = 25.
Furthermore, in Figure 7, we extend the scenario to a
two-hop wireless system while considering the packet train
arrival with T = 5. The plot shows a comparison for two
cases of average SNR: 5 dB and 10 dB. We observe that
for the two-hop network the SOTAT bound performs worse
than that for a one hop case. In particular for an average
SNR of 10 dB, i.e., at lower utilization (43%), the proposed
WTB bound is tighter by two orders of magnitude compared
with the SOTAT bound. The relevance of this improvement
is illustrated in Figure 8. Here we plot the predicted SNR
requirement as computed using different bounds, for a QoS
requirement of violation probability smaller than 10−9 for
varying delay target w in a two-hop network. We observe that
for all delay target values, the proposed WTB bound results in
a significantly lower average SNR requirement per link than
the two comparison schemes. In other words, the proposed
WTB bound provides a much better starting point, for in-
stance, for accurate channel adaptation for mission-critical data
transmissions in the short-term regime. In summary, the results
above demonstrate that the proposed WTB bound significantly
outperforms the SOTAT and stationary bounds under general
settings involving multiple hops, large initial backlogs and
different utilizations. Therefore, we conclude that the SOTAT
bound that is derived directly using the results from stationary
analysis is inadequate for transient analysis and the additional
computational complexity needed for WTB is well justified.
B. Evaluation of WTB
In the previous subsection, we have seen that WTB is
typically within one order of magnitude of the simulated vio-
lation probability. In this subsection, we further investigate its
performance for different parameter settings, and concentrate
explicitly on comparing it with the simulated system behavior.
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Fig. 6: Delay violation probability versus end-to-end delay for
a single link with the packet train arrival process (T = 5), SNR
= 5 dB, x1 = 100, ρ = 25 and σ = 0.
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Fig. 7: Delay violation probability versus end-to-end delay
for a two-hop network with the packet train arrival process
(T = 5), xn = 100, ρ = 25 and σ = 0.
In Figures 9 and 10, we present performance results by varying
the average SNR and the total initial backlog, respectively,
in a two-hop network with the packet train arrival process.
These results confirm that for a two-hop network, the gap
between the proposed WTB bound and the simulated system
performance remains around one order of magnitude despite
significant variations in the average link SNRs or the initial
backlog of the system.
In Figure 11, we present the comparison for a three-hop
network with burst arrival and train arrival processes. In this
case, we observe that the gap increases significantly beyond
one order of magnitude for the considered arrival process
types. We expect this trend to continue as the number of
hops increase. However, from all the figures above, we infer
that WTB has a decay rate that always matches closely
with the decay rate of the simulated violation probability.
The significance of this property is that, an optimization of
the proposed WTB bound can yield good heuristic solutions
for the optimization of the end-to-end delay in the network
operating in transient state.
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Fig. 8: SNR versus end-to-end delay for a delay violation
probability requirement of 10−9 for a two-hop network with
the packet train arrival process (T = 5), xn = 100, ρ = 25
and σ = 0.
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Fig. 9: Delay violation probability versus average SNR for a
two-hop network for different target delays w, assuming the
packet train arrival process T = 5, xn = 50, ρ = 25, and
σ = 0.
Delayed Backlog Information: Finally, in Figures 12 and 13
we study the impact of delayed backlog information on the
predicted system behavior as captured by the bound presented
in Section IV-C. In these figures we use the packet train arrival
model while varying on the x-axis the target delay w as well
as backlog information delay d. From Figure 12, we observe
similar trends as before for varying w, but recognize instantly
a cost of the outdated backlog information of between a factor
of 2 up to 5. In Figure 13 we observe that - in correspondence
to the previous figure - the WTB bound becomes loose as d
increases by the same ratios as observed previously. This is
expected and is a consequence of using union bound, in which
the number of terms increase as d increases.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the problem of characterizing the end-
to-end delay of a sequence of time-critical control packets
traversing through a multi-hop wireless network with non-zero
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Fig. 10: Backlog violation probability versus total initial
backlog for a two-hop network for different target delays w,
assuming the packet train arrival process T = 5, ρ = 25,
σ = 0, and SNR = 5 dB.
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Fig. 11: Delay violation probability versus end-to-end delay
for a three-hop network for different T , xn = 33, ρ = 25, σ =
0, and SNR = 5 dB.
initial backlog at each hop. As this requires the network to be
analysed in the transient state, we attempt to find upper bounds
for the end-to-end delay using stochastic network calculus.
We have studied the state-of-the-art upper bounds and have
demonstrated their poor performance for the problem at hand.
We have derived WTB by using the first principles of network
calculus and the state-of-the-art bounding techniques. A key
aspect of WTB is that it carefully incorporates the known
initial backlog in the network. We also extended WTB for
the case where the initial backlog information is delayed.
Through extensive simulations we have showed that WTB
is significantly better than the alternatives. Also, we have
observed that its decay rate closely matches the decay rate of
the simulated violation probability. We believe that this key
feature of WTB makes it a useful metric in the design and
optimization of the networks for safety-critical machine-type
applications.
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Fig. 12: Delay violation probability versus end-to-end delay
for a three-hop network for different d, assuming the packet
train arrival process with T = 5, xn = 33, ρ = 25, σ = 0, and
SNR = 5 dB.
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Fig. 13: Delay violation probability versus backlog infor-
mation delay (d) for a three-hop network for different w,
assuming the packet train arrival process with T = 5, xn =
33, ρ = 25, σ = 0, and SNR = 5 dB.
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APPENDIX
A. Proof of Theorem 4
Recall that DN (t) ≥ AN ⊗SN (t) and AN (t) = DN−1(t) ·
AcN (t). Since the event {W(t) > w} is equivalent to the event
that the cumulative departures at node N at time τ is strictly
less than the cumulative arrivals by time t plus the total initial
backlog
∑N
n=1 xn, we have
P{W(t) > w} = P{DN(τ) < A(t) · e
∑N
n=1
xn}
≤ P{AN ⊗ SN (τ) < A(t) · e
∑
N
n=1 xn}
= P{(DN−1 · A
c
N )⊗ SN (τ) < A(t) · e
∑N
n=1
xn}
= P
{
min
0≤u≤τ
[DN−1(u) · A
c
N (u)
· SN (τ − u)] < A(t) · e
∑
N
n=1 xn
}
= P
{
{SN(τ) < A(t) · e
∑
N
n=1
xn}
∪ (
τ⋃
u=1
{DN−1(u) · SN (τ − u) < A(t) · e
∑N−1
n=1 xn})
}
≤ P{SN(τ) < A(t) · e
∑
N
n=1 xn}
+
τ∑
u=1
P{DN−1(u) · SN (τ − u) < A(t) · e
∑N−1
n=1 xn}}.
(24)
In the following we find an upper bound for the probabilities
in the summation term of the last step in (24).
P{DN−1(u) · SN (τ − u) < A(t) · e
∑N−1
n=1 xn}
≤ P{(DN−2 · AcN−1)⊗ SN−1(u) · SN (τ − u) < A(t) · e
∑N−1
n=1
xn}
= P
{
min
0≤u1≤u
[DN−2(u1) · A
c
N−1(u1)
· SN−1(u− u1) · SN (τ − u)] < A(t) · e
∑N−1
n=1 xn
}
≤ P{SN−1(u) · SN (τ − u) < A(t) · e
∑N−1
n=1 xn}+
u∑
u1=1
P{DN−2(u1) · SN−1(u− u1) · SN (τ − u) < A(t) · e
∑N−2
n=1
xn}.
(25)
Substituting (25) in (24), we obtain
P{W(t) > w}
≤ P{SN(τ) < A(t) · e
∑N
n=1
xn}+
P{SN−1(u) · SN (τ − u) < A(t) · e
∑N−1
n=1 xn}+
τ∑
u=1
u∑
u1=1
P
{
DN−2(u1)SN−1(u− u1)SN (τ − u)<A(t) · e
∑N−2
n=1
xn
}
.
One can again use similar manipulation as in (25) to bound
the probabilities in the double summation of the RHS of the
above inequality. Repeating this step iteratively, and using the
convention u0 = u and u−1 = τ , we arrive at (21). The first
and second terms in the RHS of (21) are upper bounded as
shown in (22) and (23), respectively. In the first inequality
of (22) we have used the moment bound and in the second
inequality we have used the fact
τ∑
u=1
u∑
u1=1
. . .
ui−2∑
ui−1=1
1 =
(
i+ τ − 1
τ − 1
)
.
In the first inequality of (23), we have used the fact that the
probability terms are zero for uN−1 ≥ t.
Finally, substituting (22) and (23) in (21), we obtain the
result.
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P{W(t) > w} ≤
N−1∑
i=0
τ∑
u=1
u∑
u1=1
. . .
ui−2∑
ui−1=1
P
{
SN−i(ui−1) · Π
i−1
n=1SN−n(un−1 − un) · SN (τ − u) < A(t) · e
∑N−i
n=1 xn
}
+
τ∑
u=1
u∑
u1=1
. . .
uN−2∑
uN−1=1
P
{
A(uN−1) ·Π
N−1
n=1 SN−n(un−1 − un) · SN (τ − u) < A(t)
}
. (21)
N−1∑
i=0
τ∑
u=1
u∑
u1=1
. . .
ui−2∑
ui−1=1
P{SN−i(ui−1) · Π
i−1
n=1SN−n(un−1 − un) · SN (τ − u) < A(t) · e
∑N−i
n=1 xn}
≤
N−1∑
i=0
τ∑
u=1
u∑
u1=1
. . .
ui−2∑
ui−1=1
min
s>0
[A(t)]s · es(
∑N−i
n=1 xn)E[{SN−i(ui−1) ·Π
i−1
n=1SN−n(un−1 − un) · SN (τ − u)}
−s]
≤ min
s>0
N−1∑
i=0
[A(t)]s · es
∑N−i
n=1 xnV τ (s)
τ∑
u=1
u∑
u1=1
. . .
ui−2∑
ui−1=1
1 = min
s>0
N−1∑
i=0
(
i+ τ − 1
τ − 1
)
[A(t)]s · es
∑N−i
n=1 xnV τ (s). (22)
τ∑
u=1
u∑
u1=1
. . .
uN−2∑
uN−1=1
P{A(uN−1) · Π
N−1
n=1 SN−n(un−1 − un) · SN (τ − u) < A(t)}
≤
τ∑
u=1
u∑
u1=1
. . .
t−1∑
uN−1=1
P{A(uN−1) · Π
N−1
n=1 SN−n(un−1 − un) · SN (τ − u) < A(t)}
=
t−1∑
uN−1=1
P{A(uN−1) ·Π
N−1
n=1 SN−n(un−1 − un) · SN (τ − u) < A(t)}
τ∑
u=1
u∑
u1=1
. . .
uN−3∑
uN−2=1
1
≤
(
N + τ − 2
τ − 1
) t−1∑
uN−1=1
min
s>0
[A(t)/A(uN−1)]
s
E[{ΠN−1n=1 SN−n(un−1 − un) · SN (τ − u))}
−s]
≤
(
N + τ − 2
τ − 1
)
·min
s>0
t−1∑
u=1
[A(t)/A(u)]sV τ−u(s). (23)
B. Proof of Corollary 3
P{B(t) > ex} = P{A(t) · e
∑N
n=1
xn/D(t) > ex}
= P{D(t) < A(t) · e
∑
N
n=1 xn−x} (26)
Note that the expression in (26) is same as the expression
in the first step of (24), except for the additional factor e−x.
Therefore, we repeat the same steps of the proof of Theorem 4
and arrive at the desired result.
C. Proof of Lemma 2
Since sum of convex functions is convex, it is sufficient to
prove that the terms [A(t)/A(u)]sV τ−u(s) and V τes
∑N−i
n=1 xn
are convex. We will show that [A(t)/A(u)]sV τ−u(s) is con-
vex and proof for the latter term is similar. In the following
we first show that V τ−u(s) is convex. From (11), we have
V τ−u(s) = E[S−s(u, τ)]. Therefore, for any two positive real
numbers s1 and s2, and 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1, we have
V τ−u(θs1 + (1− θ)s2) = E[S
−(θs1+(1−θ)s2)(u, τ)]
= E[e−(θs1+(1−θ)s2)S(u,τ)]
≤ E[θe−s1S(u,τ) + (1− θ)e−s2S(u,τ)]
= θE[S−s1 (u, τ)] + (1 − θ)E[S−s2 (u, τ)]
= θE[S−s1 (u, τ)] + (1− θ)E[S−s2 (u, τ)]
= θV τ−u(s1) + (1− θ)V
τ−u(s2).
In the third step above we have used the fact that e−sS(u,τ)
is convex in s, for s > 0. Therefore, V τ−u(s) is convex. It is
easy to see that [A(t)/A(u)]s is convex by showing it second
derivative is positive.
Now, we show that the second derivative of
[A(t)/A(u)]sV τ−u(s) is non-negative. Using chain rule
iteratively, we obtain
d2([A(t)/A(u)]sV τ−u(s))
ds2
= [A(t)/A(u)]s
d2(V τ−u(s))
ds2
+ V τ−u(s))
d2([A(t)/A(u)]s
ds2
+ 2
d(V τ−u(s))
ds
d([A(t)/A(u)]s
ds
.
The first two terms in the RHS above are non-negative as
[A(t)/A(u)]s and V τ−u(s) are convex. Further, both are sin-
gle variable functions and are differentiable. Therefore, their
first derivatives are also non-negative and hence the third term
in the RHS is also non-negative. Thus, [A(t)/A(u)]sV τ−u(s)
is convex.
